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Abstract

This paper consists of a literature review on the latest research progress about the lateral buckling
of submarine pipelines under high temperature (HT) and high pressure (HP). First, the main gen-
eral assumptions and simplifications made in the context of pipe lateral buckling are summarized
in order to better understand the practical behavior of submarine pipelines. The governing equa-
tions of pipelines under uniaxial compression are then derived. Next, the controversial but widely
deployed concept of effective axial force under complex sea environment is introduced. Influential
parameters including initial imperfections, pipe-seabed interactions and residual stresses are elab-
orated and discussed. Furthermore, numerical simulation methods and experimental tests dealing
with the lateral buckling of pipelines are presented as well. Controlled methods which are practi-
cally used for buckle initiation are described. This paper also reveals the remaining challenges and
new tendencies, such as the use of data-driven methods for the smart prediction of pipe buckling.
Finally, a specific case study is numerically conducted. It is found that the effect of axial friction
variation can be generally ignored in practical calculations. This paper may provide a guidance
for the design and research on pipelines in the future.
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Nomenclature

α Thermal expansion coefficient

µA Axial friction coefficient

µL Lateral friction coefficient

ωmax Supreme natural frequency
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ρmax Maximum curvature radius

σr Residual stress

σy Yield stress

A Cross-section area of the pipe

Ae Cross-sectional area of external pipe

Ai Cross-sectional area of internal pipe

E Young’s modulus

Hberm Berm resistance

I Second moment of area of the cross-section

ks Lateral stiffness of the spring distribution

L (Half) buckling length

L0 (Half) wavelength of imperfection

ls Slip length

M Bending moment

N True wall force

P Effective axial force

Pcr Critical buckling load

q Self-weight per unit length of the pipeline

tplough Plough depth

u Longitudinal displacement

uϕ Axial movement at full mobilization

us Resultant longitudinal movement at buckle/slip length interface

Vac Strain energy due to axial compression

Vpb Strain energy due to pure bending

w Lateral deflection

w0 Lateral deflection of imperfection

wm Maximum buckling amplitude

w0m Maximum amplitude of imperfection
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1. Introduction

With the growing exploitation of oil and gas into deep and even ultra-deep water, the design of
submarine pipelines currently faces big challenges (Jayson et al., 2008; Cai et al., 2017). For in-
stance, in deep water, the internal pressure in submarine pipelines can reach up to 10 MPa and the
temperature can be higher than 100oC (Taylor and Gan, 1986; Karampour et al., 2013a). Moreover,5

the internal pressure may attain 44.8 MPa for a pipeline in ultra-deep water, whereas the opera-
tion temperature may be 177oC (Jukes et al., 2009). Under such extreme conditions of HT/HP,
pipelines on the seabed tend to move so as to dissipate accumulated strain energy. High tempera-
ture and high pressure variations induce compressive axial loads in pipelines whose boundaries are
constrained or partially constrained (an experimental test has been specifically elaborated in order10

to demonstrate this special phenomenon (Palmer et al., 1974)). As a consequence of such uni-
axial compression, upheaval and/or lateral buckling are likely to occur in submarine pipelines, as
seen in Figure 1. Inevitably, the structural integrity of these pipelines will be affected. Therefore,
one of the big challenges nowadays in submarine pipeline industry is the buckling phenomenon
resulting from the high temperatures and high pressures encountered. Both internal and external15

mechanisms associated with this phenomenon should be clarified so that catastrophic damage of
pipelines can be effectively avoided in engineering practice.

Figure 1: Upheaval buckling (a) and lateral buckling (b) of a pipeline (Liu, 2013)

Note that the buckling phenomenon can be viewed here as a structural response to a high
compressive axial force, but not as a real failure mode. However, the occurrence of buckling in
pipelines always results in severe consequences. As elaborated in DNV-RP-F110 for the global20

buckling of submarine pipelines (DNV, 2018), the failure modes of pipelines subsequent to buck-
ling include fracture, fatigue and excessive displacement. The sudden appearance of buckling may
lead to a loss of containment (Pasqualino et al., 2001; White and Cheuk, 2008). Some real acci-
dents of submarine pipelines recorded in the past decades were due to the occurrence of lateral
buckling, which produced severe damages on structures and then a huge loss of assets. One seri-25

ous accident, involving upheaval buckling, occurred during the construction of a 36-inch pipeline
in Colombia, as reported by Palmer et al. (1999). In January 2000 in the Guanabara Bay of Brazil,
a leaking pipeline has released 1.3 million liters of oil due to lateral buckling, which eventually
caused a local failure and the rupture of the pipe walls. This catastrophic accident had naturally
a very damaging effect on marine life in the ocean (da Costa et al., 2002). Another documented30
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accident of pipeline happened in the Erskine field of the North Sea (McKinnon et al., 2001). It led
to an 11-month shutdown of the entire project.

In the past decades, a considerable amount of research on the buckling of pipelines has been
conducted. In the late 1960s, Allan (1968) designed an experimental test on the upheaval buckling
of an axially compressed strip. Later on, Kerr (1978) studied the upheaval buckling of track35

foundations on the basis of the observation of railway tracks. Hobbs (1984) applied the same
method in the context of pipelines and summarized analytical solutions in terms of buckling force
and buckling amplitude. His analytical solutions for five different buckling modes (to be known
as Mode 1 to Mode 5), displayed in Figure 2, are since then widely adopted by researchers. No
initial imperfection was accounted for. Based on this study, Taylor and Gan (1986) analytically40

investigated the lateral buckling of submarine pipelines accounting for initial imperfections and
deformation-dependent axial friction resistance. Imperfections in terms of Mode 1 and Mode
2 were adopted. More recently, Karampour et al. (2013a) studied the effects of these different
types of initial imperfections both analytically and numerically. Specific parameters pertaining
to initial imperfections such as amplitudes and half-wavelengths were investigated. Hong et al.45

(2015b) analytically studied the lateral buckling of pipelines with an initial imperfection in the
shape of Mode 3, adopting the same derivation method as in Taylor and Gan (1986). Despite the
fact that Mode 1 (symmetric) was first proposed for upheaval buckling, for which the equilibrium
condition requires concentrated lateral forces at each end of the buckle, the lateral buckling mode
of pipelines is rather prone to identify to Mode 3, in absence of such concentrated forces. Using50

initial imperfections of Mode 3 type, Karampour (2018) further investigated the effect of closely
spaced imperfections on a pipeline laid on even seabed. Other research related to the buckling
of submarine pipelines can also be found in Maltby and Calladine (1995b), Miles and Calladine
(1999), Cheuk et al. (2007), Jukes et al. (2009) and Zhang et al. (2019), among others.

Figure 2: Five typical buckling shapes in pipelines (based on the definition of Hobbs (1984))

The vast majority of previous research focused on the uncontrolled (or unplanned) buckling55

of submarine pipelines. Solutions in terms of critical buckling forces, maximum buckle ampli-
tudes or maximum bending moments were proposed under some particular conditions. As already
mentioned, this sudden buckling without control will certainly affect the integrity and safety of the
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pipelines. Conversely, the utilization of these solutions in order to control lateral buckling is mean-
ingful in practice (Perinet et al., 2011). As a result, the investigation of controlled lateral buckling60

of submarine pipelines is crucial and various methods have emerged in recent years (Hoor et al.,
2014).

Generally, there are two types of methods for such control. The traditional method is merely
to restrain the movement of pipelines subjected to HT/HP on the seabed, whereas the modern
method is to allow (even favour) the formation of global buckles in a controlled manner so that the65

strains, due to thermal expansion for instance, can be released safely. The former way includes
trenching (Wang et al., 2018c), burying (Bai and Bai, 2014b) and rock-dumping (White and Cheuk,
2008) on the seabed, which have been demonstrated to be effective. However, these methods
are far too expensive to be deployed in reality, especially with extra deep depth and complex
sea environment. In order to figure out this drawback, the planned lateral buckling has been70

proposed and is still widely used nowadays, as it produces more benign buckles than uncontrolled
methods (Liu et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2018b; Chee et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019). Specific
engineering measures, such as the use of snake-lays, sleepers, local weight reductions, or the
distributed buoyancy technique, are employed to promote a reliable formation of lateral buckles
at planned locations (Harrison et al., 2003; Peek and Yun, 2007; Urthaler et al., 2012; Shi and75

Wang, 2014). In this way, the lateral buckling can be well controlled in terms of buckle spaces and
operating loads. In ultra-deep water, the design of submarine pipelines faces, however, many more
challenges than usual (Jukes et al., 2009). Conventional single-walled pipelines are not suitable
anymore (Zhang et al., 2018a). Hence, new types of pipelines were proposed such as the Pipe-in-
Pipe (PIP) pipeline. Likewise, the buckling behavior of such pipelines is needed to be investigated.80

This paper will majorly focus on the current submarine pipelines made of metallic materials.
Composite or other novel types of pipelines will not be included, barring exceptional cases. The
upheaval buckling of submarine pipelines will not be discussed in detail as well. Instead, one will
just concentrate on the lateral buckling phenomenon and its relevant parameters. Furthermore, this
paper will only focus on the global buckling of pipelines. The subsequent structural failure modes85

such as fracture and fatigue will not be discussed extensively.
The objective of this paper is to present the latest research progress on the lateral buckling of

submarine pipelines under HT/HP based on a literature review. Some of the new challenges con-
cerning lateral buckling of pipelines are finally revealed, so as to provide guidance for the future
design and research in this field. Advanced techniques such as data-driven methods are briefly90

discussed in order to have a smart prediction of pipeline buckling in the future. The paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, the general simplifications classically achieved for the inves-
tigation of lateral buckling of pipelines are recalled, concerning the internal/external pressure, the
pipe beam theory and the seabed consideration. These assumptions will be the basis of following
discussions. In Section 3, the standard governing equations of the lateral buckling of pipelines95

on the seabed are derived. The corresponding solutions are displayed and discussed. In Section
4, the concept of effective axial force due to the variation of HT/HP is clarified. From Sections
5 to 7, several influential parameters on lateral buckling of submarine pipelines are analyzed, in-
cluding initial imperfections, pipe-seabed interactions and residual stresses. The control methods
allowing to initiate selectively the lateral buckling of pipelines are also summarized in Section 8.100

Accounting for all these factors, numerical methods are then discussed in Section 9 for the purpose
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of lateral buckling simulation. In Section 10, experimental works on the buckling of pipelines are
outlined, which provide reference results for theoretical/numerical validation. In Section 11, the
procedure of building an empirical method for pipe buckling predictions is proposed, combining
the results from both numerical computations and experimental tests. The data-driven methods are105

discussed. A final case study of a pipeline with imperfections subjected to uniaxial compression is
handled in Section 12, where the effects of the variation of axial friction resistance are specifically
investigated. Finally, the paper ends with some concluding remarks.

2. General simplifications related to lateral buckling

Assumptions and simplifications are classically made throughout the derivation of the govern-110

ing equations of lateral buckling of pipelines, in order to facilitate the analytical or even numerical
resolution of such equations. Because of such hypotheses, there is a real risk to ignore some
actually crucial physical phenomena. Hence, there is a necessity to clarify and highlight these
simplifications. In this section, the most common assumptions are listed, concerning the internal
and external pressures, the pipe-beam theory and the seabed representation, respectively. These115

aspects will be discussed in more details in the following sections.

2.1. Internal/external pressure
Thermal expansion is the main cause of uniaxial compression in pipelines. However, the in-

fluence of internal/external pressure on the global buckling of pipelines cannot be ignored. Hence,
the concept of effective axial force has been proposed so as to take into account these pressure120

effects in a simplified way. In short, the effect of pipe pressures may be converted into an equiva-
lent axial force, and eventually into a temperature variation for practical application (Palmer et al.,
1974; Fyrileiv and Collberg, 2005; Fyrileiv et al., 2013). The lateral buckling analysis of sub-
marine pipelines can then be largely simplified. Elaborations on how to properly consider these
pressure effects are given in Section 4.125

2.2. Pipe-beam model
Another important simplification concerns the pipe representation in modeling approaches.

The length of submarine pipelines normally extends to hundreds of kilometers, which is much
larger than the pipe diameter and thickness. The elastic Euler-Bernoulli beam theory (Timoshenko
and Gere, 2009) is therefore adopted for the investigation of lateral buckling of pipelines with such130

large slenderness. In many works (Hobbs, 1984; Taylor and Gan, 1986; Ju and Kyriakides, 1988;
Taylor and Tran, 1993; Karampour et al., 2013a; Hong et al., 2015b), the pipes are defined as
beams resting on a rigid seabed without any penetration. Under such a simplification, the torsional
effects are generally assumed to be small and thus ignored (Zhu et al., 2015; Liu and Wang,
2018). Note that such hypotheses are not always satisfied. For instance, the current authors have135

investigated the torsional effects on pipe lateral buckling, and they analytically demonstrated a
significant influence of torsion under some specific boundary conditions (Le Grognec et al., 2020).
As another simplification, the principle of superposition, which allows one to account efficiently
for the cumulative effects of different loads on the structural response, is typically applied once
the interactions between each individual load can be neglected. A common criterion for the use of140

this principle is that the lateral buckling slope of the pipeline is not larger than 0.1 rad.
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2.3. Seabed interaction
The pipe-seabed interaction is another important factor affecting the buckling behavior. When

a pipeline is resting on the seabed, the practical transverse loads acting on the pipeline during
lateral buckling vary according to the type of seabed. The types of seabed generally investigated145

in the literature are soft clay (Verley and Lund, 1995; Cheuk and Bolton, 2006; Bruton et al., 2006;
Cheuk et al., 2007; Oliveira et al., 2010), stiff clay (White and Cheuk, 2008) and sand (Zhang et al.,
2019). When resting on soft clay or sand, a pipe is susceptible to penetrate into the seabed to a
finite depth, fashioning thus a finite contact area on the pipe bottom.

A conventional design practice for pipes on the seabed is to identify the pipe-seabed interaction150

to a frictional contact, with friction forces proportional to the pipe effective weight underwater (q)
regardless of the vertical load variations. In fact, the actual uneven seabed is supposed to be flat
without extra disturbances, and it is normally assumed that the lateral friction is fully mobilized ev-
erywhere (Kerr, 1978). Alternatively, the pipe-seabed interaction can be more simply represented
using a spring distribution with a given stiffness linear density ks (in N/m2) (Miles and Calladine,155

1999; Galgoul et al., 2004; Zhang and Duan, 2015; Zhang et al., 2019). Detailed explanations on
pipe-seabed interaction models will be provided in Section 6.

3. Theoretical analysis of pipe lateral buckling

This section is dedicated to present the stability analysis of a submarine pipeline from a theo-
retical point of view. More precisely, the governing equations of a pipe subjected to longitudinal160

compression are derived, allowing for the prediction and analysis of lateral buckling. Classical
solutions are recalled and discussed. For simplicity purposes, an idealized submarine pipeline is
first considered, without initial imperfections, laying on a rigid even seabed. The interaction be-
tween the pipe and the seabed is characterized by dry Coulomb friction. The Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory (Timoshenko and Gere, 2009) is adopted, in the framework of linear elasticity.165

Before deriving the governing equations, an important factor that should be clarified concerns
the virtual anchor point. The effective pipe length to be investigated and the practical boundary
conditions will be identified upon this clarification. Throughout the study, simply-supported or
built-in boundary conditions may be intuitively enforced at the ends of the considered beam-like
structure laying on the seabed. However, the ends of an overall pipeline are free to expand in prac-170

tice. As seen in Figure 3, the pipe ends can generally expand freely (to some extent) through low-
friction mechanical sliders, named Pipeline End Manifolds (PLEM) (Jayson et al., 2008; Van den
Abeele et al., 2015; Chee et al., 2018; Konuk, 2018). Under these circumstances, the effective
axial force at pipe ends without constraints is equal to zero. Owing to axial frictional resistance
from the seabed, an effective axial compressive force may increase yet along the pipeline during175

the process of thermal expansion, leading to buckling. If the pipeline is long enough, there is one
(or rather several) limit position along the pipeline route, from where the pipeline does not move
axially towards a buckle or the pipeline end. These locations have been defined in DNV (2018)
and are called virtual anchor points. In the anchor zones (where the pipe does not move axially),
axial strains are null (there is no axial expansion) and the axial friction force equals the expansion180

force of the pipeline (namely the effective axial force). Figure 4 represents a scheme of a pipeline
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experiencing lateral buckling and the corresponding axial load distribution. If the pipeline is suf-
ficiently long, such localized buckles may form. Each buckle lies within its own virtual anchor
space, as depicted by segment AOD in Figure 4. Points A and D stand for the virtual anchor points,
while BOC is the lateral buckled region of the pipeline and Ls corresponds to the slip-length. With185

the occurrence of a buckle, the axial force within the buckled region decreases, associated with
an increasing axial expansion (or feed-in) of the pipeline due to the bending deformation and the
corresponding release of stored energy. One can therefore distinguish between the (critical) axial
compressive force P0 in the anchor zone and the reduced axial force within the buckled region P,
which is classically assumed to be uniform. Between the anchor zones and the buckled regions190

(within segments AB and CD in Figure 4), the axial force switches between these two values and
the pipe may slip, so that longitudinal boundary conditions (zero axial displacements and strains
during buckling) must be consistently applied at the anchor points.

Figure 3: Representation of a long straight pipeline ending at a sliding PLEM during operation (Konuk, 2018)

In light of all these factors, the length of a pipeline during lateral buckling analysis can be
either simply selected as the length of a given localized buckle between two virtual anchor points,195

or as the entire pipe length including multiple buckles. In this section, only a short pipe segment is
considered with a unique buckle. Simply-supported boundary conditions are assumed at the ends
of the buckled region, that is, the transverse displacement and the bending moment are both equal
to zero.

3.1. Preliminary review of theoretical works on the lateral buckling of pipelines200

Energy methods such as the principle of virtual work are the most widely used approaches in
the literature for deriving the governing equations of pipeline buckling (Timoshenko and Gere,
2009; Bažant, 2000; McCarron, 2018). More specifically, Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin methods
are among the most common solution procedures involving these energy methods used for the
purpose of stability analyses (Chen and Lui, 1987).205
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Figure 4: Lateral buckling of a long pipeline: (a) occurrence of a buckle between virtual anchor points; (b) axial force
distribution around the buckled zone
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Based on the virtual work principle, Timoshenko and Gere (2009) derived first a mathematical
solution for the buckling capacity of a perfect straight beam supported by an elastic foundation,
providing the corresponding buckling length L. The foundation was defined by a uniform lateral
stiffness distribution. Kerr (1978) also used the principle of virtual work and analytically studied
the buckling response of similar structures, introducing four typical buckling modes based on the210

observation of railway tracks. Upper-bound estimates of the critical buckling loads were obtained
by the use of Galerkin method. Hobbs (1984) generalized these analytical solutions so as to
cover the case of offshore pipelines, and also investigated the pre-buckling and post-buckling
behaviors of pipelines. A new buckling mode (Mode 5) was added in the analysis, taking the
form of an infinite sine wave (see Figure 2). In both previous analyses, the influence of initial215

imperfections was not accounted for. The only difference between them lies in the definition of
buckling length. For instance, Hobbs (1984) defined the buckling length of Mode 3 as the width
of the center lobe, whereas Kerr (1978) identified the same length to the half-width of the entire
buckled shape. In the present paper, for clarity purposes, the definition of the buckling length L
will be always based on Hobbs (1984). Later, Taylor and Gan (1986) analytically investigated220

the buckling of submarine pipelines accounting for initial imperfections. They were assumed to
take the form of the aforementioned buckling modes. On another issue, Chen and Lui (1987)
and Bažant (2000) performed the lateral buckling analysis of a pipeline, accounting for an elastic-
plastic soil resistance. The Rayleigh-Ritz method was used, by means of a specific application of
the principle of stationary potential energy in this non-conservative framework. Finally, let us cite225

Karampour et al. (2013a), who thoroughly investigated the lateral buckling of pipelines from an
analytical point of view. A geometric imperfection was also introduced, but here in the form of a
simple sine half-wave with the half-wavelength equal to the total length of the pipe.

3.2. Derivation of governing equations
The governing equations of a perfect submarine pipeline under uniaxial compression are de-230

rived in this section, using energy methods. Based on Euler beam theory, the kinematics is defined
by two displacement fields, namely the longitudinal displacement u (along x-axis) and the lateral
displacement w of the pipeline. The torsional effects and the influence of shear forces are not
accounted for in the following derivation. It is assumed that the pipe buckles in Mode 1 with a
buckling length L, as seen in Figure 4. Moreover, the variation of axial force within the buckle is235

not accounted for, so that a constant force P is assumed. Only half of the pipe is considered due
to symmetry.

At this point, the entire strain energy of the pipeline V consists of the strain energy due to pure
bending Vpb and the strain energy due to axial compression Vac:

V = Vpb + Vac

=
1
2

EI
∫ L/2

−L/2

(
∂2w
∂x2

)2

dx +
1
2

EA
∫ L/2

−L/2

(
∂u
∂x

)2

dx
(1)

Then, one has to express the overall work due to external loads. Owing to the former simpli-240

fications, there remain only two basic external loads on subsea pipelines: the effective axial force
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P and the lateral soil resistance. Concerning the soil resistance, it is supposed that there is no em-
bedment of the pipe into the soil due to the assumption of a rigid seabed. Thus, for simplification
purposes, the lateral force can be assumed to be exerted through a spring distribution with a lateral
stiffness by unit length of ks, which can be expressed as the submerged pipe effective weight.245

The work due to the effective axial force is related to the axial shortening of the pipe, but
mostly to the flexural shortening ∆L of the pipeline due to bending, that is the difference between
its original length and the horizontal projection of the bent shape (Young et al., 2002):

∆L =
1
2

∫ L/2

−L/2

(
∂w
∂x

)2

dx (2)

Hence, the overall work W due to external loads can be written as the sum of the work due
to axial shortening Waxial, the work due to flexural shortening W f lexural and the work due to soil250

resistance Wsoil:

W = Waxial + W f lexural + Wsoil

=
1
2

P
∫ L/2

−L/2

P
EA

dx +
1
2

P
∫ L/2

−L/2

(
∂w
∂x

)2

dx −
1
2

∫ L/2

−L/2
ksw2dx

(3)

Therefore, the total potential energy Π of the pipeline within a buckle can be written as the
summation of the overall strain energy V and the force function U = −W:

Π = U + V

=
1
2

∫ L/2

−L/2

EI
(
∂2w
∂x2

)2

− P
(
∂w
∂x

)2

+ EA
(
∂u
∂x

)2

−
P2

EA
+ ksw2

 dx

=

∫ L/2

−L/2
F

(
x, u,

∂u
∂x
,w,

∂w
∂x
,
∂2w
∂x2

)
dx

(4)

As seen in Equation (4), the total potential energy is an integral functional depending on both
axial and lateral displacement fields and their derivatives. Based on the principle of stationary255

potential energy, the first-order variation of Π should be zero when the pipe is in equilibrium,
which can be expressed as follows:

δΠ =
∂Π

∂ud
δud = 0 ∀δud kinematically admissible (5)

where ud is the displacement vector and δud a corresponding virtual displacement field. Substitut-
ing expression (4) into the variational equation (5) gives rise to a new integral equation in terms
of functional F. After integration by parts, it leads to the classical Euler’s equations, which can be260

written in a generic way as follows:

F,ud −
d
dx

F,u′d
+

d2

dx2 F,u′′d
= 0 (6)
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where F,ud denotes the derivative of F with respect to ud and so on.
By replacing ud in Equation (6) by u and w successively, one obtains the two following differ-

ential equations governing the pipe response under uniaxial compression with lateral force:

EA
∂2u
∂x2 = 0 − L/2 ≤ x ≤ L/2 (7)

EI
∂4w
∂x4 + P

∂2w
∂x2 + ksw = 0 − L/2 ≤ x ≤ L/2 (8)

The two governing equations above are independent of each other since the coupling effects be-265

tween axial and lateral displacements are not accounted for. Therefore, in most practical situations
of lateral buckling of submarine pipelines, only Equation (8) has to be solved.

In the slip-length of the pipeline, outside the buckle, there is no lateral deflection, but an extra
equilibrium equation should be satisfied, related to the longitudinal displacement:

EA
∂2u
∂x2 = −µAq L/2 ≤ x ≤ L/2 + Ls and − Ls − L/2 ≤ x ≤ −L/2 (9)

involving the pipe-soil axial friction coefficient µA and the submerged pipe effective weight q.270

3.3. Analytical solutions of lateral buckling
So far, the governing equations of pipelines under uniaxial compression have been derived. In

what follows, some details are given for solving these equations under practical boundary condi-
tions. Typical solutions from literature are also presented and discussed.

3.3.1. Direct solutions275

The governing equations in hand are found to be high-order Ordinary Differential Equations
(ODEs). Direct solutions can thus be naturally sought by directly solving these complex equations.
A general solution in the form of trigonometric functions can be first assumed, with arbitrary
coefficients and arguments. Afterwards, these unknown parameters can be deduced by substituting
the assumed general expressions into the ODEs and satisfying the specific boundary conditions280

considered. It leads classically to a linear equation system whose determinant has to be zero (so as
to ensure the existence of a non-trivial solution for buckling modes), what allows one to express
finally the sought critical load.

As a pioneering result, one can mention first the classical solution from Timoshenko and Gere
(2009) for a beam resting on an elastic foundation with simply-supported boundary conditions. In285

this particular case, the critical forces Pcr write:

Pcr =
π2EI

L2

(
n2

w +
ksL4

n2
wπ

4EI

)
(10)

where nw is the half-wave number of the related buckling mode. The first buckling mode, corre-
sponding to the minimum critical force, is then obtained by minimizing the expression in Equa-
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tion (10) with respect to nw, giving rise to the following solution:

nw =
L
π

4

√
ks

EI
(11)

Furthermore, other analytical solutions have been also directly derived for pipes with initial290

imperfections, using similar energy methods. Assuming an initial lateral deflection w0, only the
governing equation (8) has to be replaced by:

EI
(
∂4w
∂x4 −

∂4w0

∂x4

)
+ P

∂2w
∂x2 + QL = 0 (12)

where QL stands here for the lateral force which may be related through the soil properties to the
lateral displacement of the pipe, possibly in a non-linear way. In such a model, the influence of
the imperfections on the governing equation (7) in axial direction is not accounted for.295

Karampour et al. (2013a) and Karampour (2018) adopted such an initial imperfection, with
a sinusoidal shape (w0 = w0m sin(πx/L)) consistent with simply-supported boundary conditions.
Assuming the same buckling mode shape w = wm sin(πx/L) with a unit half-wave number, they
easily obtained the corresponding critical force by substituting this expression into Equation (12).
Equations (13) and (14) represent therefore the axial compression force P within the buckled300

region and the same force P0 away from it accounting for the bowing effect:

P =
L2QL

π2wm
+
π2EI

L2

(
1 −

w0m

wm

)
(13)

P0 = P +
EAπ2w2

m

L2

1 − (
w0m

wm

)2 (14)

3.3.2. Indirect solutions
Instead of directly solving the previous complex high-order ODEs, many other indirect ways

have been also widely used to analyze the stability and post-critical response of pipelines under
axial compression. On the experimental observations concerning both rail tracks and pipelines,305

Kerr (1978) and Hobbs (1984) prescribed a series of real buckling shapes, as already discussed in
Section 1. For each identified buckling mode, a corresponding equilibrium relation can be deduced
in the form of an ODE with a lower order than before. For instance, the following relation holds
in the case of Mode 1:

∂w2

∂x2 + n2w +
m
8

(4x2 − L2) = 0 (15)

where m = µLq/EI, n2 = P/EI.310

Equation (15) can then be solved, together with the practical boundary conditions observed
during the lateral buckling of pipelines, both at buckle ends (M(±L/2) = 0) and buckle center
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(θ(0) = 0 for symmetry reason). The expression of the pipe deflection is thus obtained:

w =
m
n4

1 +
n2L2

8
−

n2x2

2
−

cos(nx)

cos
(

nL
2

) − L/2 ≤ x ≤ L/2 (16)

Likewise, the deflection expression corresponding to Mode 2 takes the following form (Taylor
and Gan, 1986):315

w =
µLqL4

16π4EI

[
1 − cos

(
2πx
L

)
+ π sin

(
2πx
L

)
+

2π2x
L

(
1 −

x
L

)]
0 ≤ x ≤ L (17)

Meanwhile, still considering Mode 1, the slope at the buckle ends should be zero. By introduc-
ing such a boundary condition in Equation (16), the relation tan(nL/2) = nL/2 is obtained, whose
lowest non-trivial root turns out to be nL = 8.9868.

In the general case, whatever the buckling mode considered, the expression of the axial force
P within the buckle (at stable configuration) can be simply expressed as follows:320

P = k1
EI
L2 (18)

Owing to the flexural shortening effect, the axial force P0 away from the buckle is increased
to:

P0 = P + EA∆L
L = P + EA

L

∫ L/2

−L/2
1
2

(
∂w
∂x

)2
dx

= P + k3µLqL
(√

1 + k2
EAµLqL5

E2I2 − 1
) (19)

A general expression can also be derived for the maximum amplitude of the buckle wm and the
maximum bending moment Mm, respectively:

wm = k4
µLq
EI

L4 (20)

Mm = k5µLqL2 (21)

In Equations (18) to (21), the coefficients ki (i = 1, 5) depend on the considered buckling325

modes. They are not explicitly listed here for conciseness purposes.
Based on the previous analysis, one can further obtain similar results for pipes with initial

imperfections. Assuming a geometric imperfection consistent with the retained buckling mode,
say Mode 1 for instance, and still using the potential energy method, the axial force P may finally
write:330

P = 80.76
EI
L2

[
1 −

R1

75.6

(L0

L

)2]
(22)

where L0 is the wavelength of the initial imperfection and R1 is a function of the wavelength ratio
L0/L (Taylor and Gan, 1986).

One of the crucial design parameters for submarine pipelines is the maximum temperature rise
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(or the minimum safe temperature rise) ∆T . It can be expressed through the following relation:

P0 = EAα∆T (23)

The choice of α depends on the steel grade considered. For instance, a value of 1.73×10−5/oC335

is retained in de Oliveira Cardoso et al. (2015), whereas a value of 1.17 × 10−5/oC is used by
Zeng et al. (2014) and Zhang et al. (2018b). The estimation of ∆T implies therefore the need
to calculate the ultimate value of the axial force P0. There are two possible ways based on the
former equations: one solution is to directly minimize Equation (19) with respect to the buckling
length L. However, for substantially non-linear problems (when the pipe-soil interaction force is340

not constant or linear), it is quite impossible to perform this optimization. Consequently, a second
solution amounts to use a numerical iterative procedure. A specific numerical case study will be
presented in Section 12, for illustration purposes.

4. Effective axial force in a pipeline

4.1. General background345

The actual loading conditions exerted on submarine pipelines are complex and vary widely
during their entire life cycle. Typical loads include internal pressure, external pressure, bend-
ing moments, frictional forces, axial forces, shear forces, and even torsional forces under certain
conditions (Bai et al., 1993; Guo et al., 2013; Bai and Bai, 2014a,b). All these solicitations may
become predominant, depending on operating conditions. For instance, external pressure turns out350

to prevail during a dry installation in deep water (Cai et al., 2017). During an hydro-test phase,
pipelines suffer from an high internal pressure up to 1.25 times the design pressure, which be-
comes thus predominant (DNV, 2017c). For a pipe resting on the seabed, axial compression is
prevalent due to HT/HP. Among other things, the temperature distribution along a pipeline usually
takes hours or days to reach a steady state after the products start to run through it (Alves et al.,355

2012; Konuk, 2018). The structural responses such as lateral buckling, upheaval buckling and pipe
walking are induced accordingly (DNV, 2017a). In practice, the central issue is how to effectively
take into account the numerous loads which may affect the buckling of pipelines, in a unified and
consistent way.

As a remedy, the concept of effective axial force has been proposed to convert the HT/HP360

experienced by a pipeline into a compression force. It is a controversial but widely used concept
in the domain of pipelines. In the sequel, the concept and definition of the effective axial force that
produces lateral buckling of submarine pipelines are recalled.

4.2. Concept and definition
It is quite clear that thermal expansion produces an axial compression force in constrained365

pipelines. However, it is not that obvious the occurrence of internal pressure also leads to axial
compression. Some researchers and engineers have been confused with this idea in the beginning,
since it is somewhat counter-intuitive. Palmer et al. (1974) deployed an experimental test on a
tube under internal pressure, and demonstrated that a compression does exist under appropriate
constraints, producing then a lateral buckling phenomenon.370
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In DNV (2017c), the effective axial force (denoted by P, with a positive sign in tension), which
determines the global response of a pipeline, is defined as a function of the true wall force N, the
internal pressure pi and the outer pressure pe:

P = N − piAi + peAe (24)

Figure 5 illustrates the example of a pipe under both external and internal pressures. The
loading configuration can be equivalently divided into two components if a virtual end cap is added375

at the pipe ends (central image). With the new virtual caps, an equivalent axial force (PeAe − PiAi)
due to pressures, as seen from the blue and red arrows in the central image, should be introduced
for balance reason so that the physical system would not be changed and extra forces would not
be added. Hence, Part 1 denotes the buoyancy of a submerged pressure vessel and the weight of
the displaced water, which are obviously in equilibrium. As a result, this part has no effect on380

further buckling. Conversely, Part 2 denotes the structure under the corresponding effective axial
force, which actually produces pipe buckling. The true wall force N is obtained by integrating the
axial stress over the cross-sectional area of the pipe. From this value, the effective axial force is
actually deduced by accounting for internal and external pressure, so that it can be finally used for
the global buckling analysis of the pipeline. In this way, the complex integration on a possibly385

doubly-curved pipe geometry is circumvented during global analysis.
This concept was adopted by many researchers such as Fyrileiv and Collberg (2005), Fyrileiv

et al. (2013) and Vedeld et al. (2014), as well as engineering standards (DNV, 2017a, 2018).
As seen in Equation (24), for an unstressed pipe (N = 0) with an internal pressure resting on
the seabed, it seems obvious that a negative axial force is produced on the pipe due to internal390

pressure, equivalent to a compression force directly exerted on the pipe ends, and thus likely to
induce lateral buckling.

Figure 5: Effective axial force in a pipe subjected to external and internal pressures
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5. Influence of initial imperfections

Initial imperfections (such as out-of-straightness) can largely lower the critical buckling loads
of submarine pipelines and, as a result, lower the safe temperature differences. Both buckling and395

post-buckling features will be affected by the occurrence of imperfections. Wang et al. (2017)
stated that an increase of initial imperfection induced a decrease of the critical buckling force,
but had little effect on the post-buckling response and thus on the final deflection of buckles.
However, it has been shown that even a small imperfection could introduce a “snap” phenomenon
in the pipeline (Hobbs, 1984; Taylor and Gan, 1986; Liu and Wang, 2018; Wang et al., 2018c,d).400

In this section, a brief review on the effect of imperfections in the buckling of pipelines is first
conducted. Initial imperfections of unstressed and stressed types are successively discussed. The
influential parameters related to imperfections are finally presented.

5.1. Research progress related to imperfections in pipelines
Initial imperfections are the toughest characteristics which must be accurately considered in405

a structural analysis of submarine pipelines. They are mainly due to uncertainties such as mis-
alignment of welded joints, imperfect workmanship or installation procedure, among other things
(Konuk, 2018). As far as geometric imperfections are concerned, it is almost impossible in prac-
tice to actually measure the real shape of an imperfection, especially for a very long pipeline due
to the corresponding workload. Instead, it is commonly assumed that the initial imperfection has410

the same general shape as one or more buckling modes. In Feng et al. (2015), an initial imper-
fection in the form of a small arch has been experimentally observed, what confirms the previous
hypothesis. Conversely, Zhang et al. (2019) experimentally introduced an initial imperfection in
the form of a sinusoidal shape with a single half-wavelength via a pipeline bender. Besides, among
others, one can mention Karampour et al. (2013a) who performed calculations using such an initial415

imperfection with a sinusoidal modal shape.
Basically, there are two types of initial imperfections in pipelines: unstressed imperfections

and stressed imperfections (Wang et al., 2018c,d). The unstressed pipe imperfections correspond
to local imperfections introduced as a result of factors such as manufacture workmanship without
residual stresses. As an example, an unstressed initial imperfection was included in the research of420

McCarron (2018). Conversely, the stressed pipe imperfections represent the ones produced by ex-
ternal factors such as pipe installation, sway motions of installation ships and uneven seabed (Zeng
et al., 2014; Bai et al., 2009). Such global imperfections are produced on initially unstressed pipes,
in which residual stresses may appear as a by-product during the associated procedure. However,
these residual stresses may not be accounted for. In such a way, the two types of imperfections do425

not need to be distinguished anymore.
A considerable number of researchers have undertaken studies on the lateral buckling of sub-

marine pipelines with initial imperfections. Dating back to 1984, Hobbs (1984) summarized
five typical buckling modes that may occur in the process of lateral buckling of initially perfect
pipelines, which were then used by other authors as a basis for the definition of their initial imper-430

fections. Taylor and Gan (1986) took into account such initial imperfections in terms of both their
maximum amplitude and half-wavelength. Ju and Kyriakides (1988) and Richards (1990) proved
that the critical force of pipelines was also sensitive to the shape of the initial imperfection. In
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studies such as Palmer et al. (1990), Maltby and Calladine (1995b), Taylor and Tran (1996) and
Croll (1997), the attention was given only to the maximum amplitude of the initial imperfection,435

which may solely influence the lateral buckling of pipelines. Hong et al. (2015a,b) investigated
the case of an initial imperfection in the form of Mode 1 with a single arch.

Furthermore, Karampour et al. (2013a) indicated that the initial curvature of the imperfection
was important as well. Zhang and Duan (2015) introduced a shape coefficient ρmax/L0 in the de-
scription of the imperfection. Eight different shapes of initial imperfection (consistent with Mode440

1) were then tested for comparison purposes. It was found that an increase of the radius of curva-
ture in the convex area of the initial imperfection could largely increase the critical buckling force
of the pipeline. Lastly, Liu and Wang (2018) analytically studied the lateral buckling phenomenon,
assuming that pipelines were prone to buckle in Modes 3 and 4, with an initial imperfection of
symmetric Mode 1 and anti-symmetric Mode 2, respectively.445

5.2. Unstressed initial imperfections
Unstressed initial imperfections are typically introduced by pipe manufacturing process or un-

expected accidents such as impacts. The possible residual stresses resulting from these conditions
are generally coped with and thus intentionally removed from further analyses. Unlike stressed
initial imperfections, unstressed initial imperfections (e.g., impact induced dent) are essentially450

local geometric imperfections, which may affect therefore the local ultimate strength and buckling
stability of small-scale submarine pipelines under certain loading conditions (Cai et al., 2017). In
most cases, they take the form of an oval, a lobe or a wave-type imperfection (Bartolini et al.,
2014).

The effect of unstressed initial imperfections largely depends on the predominant loading ex-455

erted on the pipe. For instance, the effect is insignificant for pipes subjected to pure bending,
because the disturbances due to this loading type and the resulting asymmetric deformations are
already large enough to cause structural failure (Bai and Bai, 2014b). In contrast, for small-scale
pipes under uniaxial compression, local imperfections are prone to decrease the buckling strength
by as much as 50% (Song et al., 2004). A typical wave-type local imperfection was measured by460

Vasilikis et al. (2015) and Es et al. (2016) in an experimental analysis of the buckling phenomenon
of a spiral-welded pipe. Cai et al. (2018a,b,c,d) adopted the same type of unstressed initial im-
perfection, so as to investigate the residual ultimate strength of damaged offshore pipelines. The
imperfection amplitude was set to 3% of the pipe thickness.

5.3. Stressed initial imperfections465

Stressed initial imperfections in pipelines are generally produced by external factors which
mostly originate from the pipe installation. During the installation procedure, an initially un-
stressed pipe may undergo large global imperfections. As a by-product, non negligible residual
stresses are difficult to be removed. The occurrence of stressed imperfections affects then the
buckling behavior of the pipeline, namely both the location and the type of buckle, together with470

the critical load. The classical theory (Timoshenko and Gere, 2009) shows that an elastic perfect
beam without imperfections resting on an elastic foundation buckles into an extensive and periodic
mode (Mode 5 as described in Section 1). In practice, a buckle localization occurs at an arbitrary
place along the pipe, but preferentially close to the ends of the pipeline due to boundary effects. In
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contrast, for a real pipe with stressed imperfections, the buckle will inevitably occur at the location475

of the initial imperfection.
In all cases, as observed experimentally by Hobbs (1984), the real lateral buckling modes

resemble sine curves, decaying on either side of a central peak amplitude. As a consequence, in
modeling approaches, initial imperfections are assumed to be similar to the real buckled shapes
observed in experiments. The type of imperfection naturally determines the final buckling type480

of the pipeline. As mentioned in Taylor and Gan (1986), when considering initially deformed
pipelines, Modes 1 and 2 are more susceptible to appear among all the other identified buckling
modes of submarine pipelines. Hence, in numerical computations, Mode 1 is retained as the most
likely symmetric initial imperfection:

w0 =
w0m
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(
1 +

n2
0L2

0

8
−

n2
0x2

2
−

cos(n0x)
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)
− L0/2 ≤ x ≤ L0/2 (25)

while Mode 2 acts as the most likely skew-symmetric initial imperfection, as seen in Figure 6:485
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[
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)
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)
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(
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x
L0

)]
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Figure 6: Imperfection shapes in terms of Mode 1 and Mode 2

Therefore, Equations (25) and (26) are classically used for the definition of the initial imper-
fection in a submarine pipeline, with K1 = 15.7 and K2 = 8.62 according to Equation (20). It
should be noted that the amplitude-to-wavelength ratio wom/L0 remains finally the only feature to
fully determine such an imperfection.

Besides, Modes 3 and 4 can be considered as subordinate forms. Similar expressions of initial490
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imperfections may be derived likewise for these modes:
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where the length L0 for Mode 4 imperfection in Equation (28) is the half-length of the entire
imperfection.

These equations can also be directly used for global buckling investigation.

5.4. Imperfection features495

One of the most important features when describing an imperfection is the amplitude-to-
wavelength ratio w0m/L0, as discussed above. Actually, it is the only feature to be defined when
one adopts the Hobbs’ modes as initial imperfections. In practice, this ratio lies within a particular
range when considering initial imperfections in submarine pipelines. Based on McCarron (2018),
for an individual pipe with a standard length (12 m) in manufactured mills, the value of w0m/L0500

is normally less than 1/500. Hence, this author proposed a reasonable range of w0m/L0 between
1/1000 and 1/500 for submarine pipelines. The selection of an imperfection within this range may
be appropriate to establish a practical buckling capacity in design.

Other significant features of imperfections in submarine pipelines can be mentioned, such as
the minimum curvature of the imperfection shape 1/ρmax, where the maximum curvature radius of505

the imperfection ρmax can be obtained from the following geometric expression:

ρ(x) =
(1 + w0′

2)3/2

w0′′
(29)

The significance of this parameter was first shown in the context of upheaval pipeline buckling
(Ju and Kyriakides, 1988; Maltby and Calladine, 1995a,b; Karampour et al., 2013a). Then, it was
also proved relevant in the case of lateral buckling of submarine pipelines. Zeng et al. (2014)
found that the critical forces of pipelines could vary depending on this curvature parameter when510

the amplitude-to-wavelength ratio is incidentally constant. Furthermore, the influence of ρmax/L0

was analyzed by Karampour et al. (2013a), Zhang and Duan (2015) and Zhang et al. (2018b).
Eight different imperfections with various maximum curvature radii were adopted for compari-
son purposes, as illustrated in Figure 7. For the sake of brevity, only two of these imperfection
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expressions are listed here as an example:515
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Figure 7: Imperfection shapes in terms of Mode 1 with different ρmax/L0 (only four curves are shown for clarity
reasons) (Zhang et al., 2018b)

6. Pipe-seabed interactions

The pipe-seabed interaction is another crucial factor that will affect the lateral buckling of
submarine pipelines. As the foundation of submarine pipelines, the seabed provides them with
extra resistance during buckling. This resistance consists of two basic components: friction forces
and passive resistance. A common method to account for these effects concerning lateral buckling520

of pipelines amounts to restricting oneself only to the influence of friction forces, using the well-
known Coulomb model (Agusta et al., 2016). However, such a simplification naturally fails to
include the passive resistance (Sotberg and Verley, 1992; DNV, 2017b).

In order to facilitate the lateral buckling investigation of submarine pipelines, a comprehensive
understanding of the seabed mechanical behavior is necessary. In this section, typical pipe-seabed525

interaction models found in literature are defined and compared with each other. The most in-
fluential parameters related to the seabed properties, such as the initial embedment and friction
coefficients, are also discussed.

6.1. Research progress related to pipe-seabed interactions
Figure 8 displays a pipe resting on the seabed and the soil berm it forms when moving due to530

lateral sweeping, where D is the cross-section diameter, D′ is the effective contact width between
21



the pipe and the soil, u is the lateral pipe displacement, uinit is the embedment depth, su stands for
the undrained shear strength of the soil and Aberm is the cross-section area of the soil berm. Owing
to the numerous pipe-laying methods and even the possible motions of vessels during laying,
the embedment depth of a pipe may significantly vary. As a result, two basic configurations535

of pipeline penetration are categorized, namely the normal penetration and the over penetration.
Once a pipe starts to buckle due to cyclic thermal heating and cooling, a complex pipe-seabed
interaction emerges. The pipe is swept back and forth across the seabed accordingly.

Figure 8: Embedment of a pipe resting on the seabed (a) and the soil berm due to lateral sweeping (b) (White and
Cheuk, 2008)

In the original research of Palmer et al. (1974) and Hobbs (1984), a frictional rigid foundation
was employed so as to represent the seabed. Soil resistance was thus characterized by the Coulomb540

friction model with a fully mobilized assumption everywhere. The Coulomb friction force can be
expressed as:

F f = µq (32)

In the same vein, Karampour et al. (2013a) investigated the post-buckling shape of submarine
pipelines, with a flat frictional base. This frictional simplification of the seabed was also adopted
by other researchers, including Lyons et al. (1973), Karal et al. (1977), Kerr (1978), Anand et al.545

(1980), Brennodden et al. (1986), Najjar et al. (2007), Safebuck (2008), McCarron (2015a), Wang
et al. (2018a) and Liu and Wang (2018).

In reality, the lateral resistance exerted on a pipeline is related to many factors such as the soil
strength profile, the pipe embedment and the soil berm effect, among others (McCarron, 2015b,
2017). Wagner et al. (1989), Verley and Sotberg (1994) and DNV (2017b) assumed that this550

lateral resistance consisted of both a frictional component and a passive resistance. However, the
proposed models are only suitable for the modeling of soil resistance in small amplitude. The
effect of additional soil berms due to large cyclic motions is ignored. With respect to this aspect,
Bruton et al. (2006) identified three specific stages for the description of the pipe-soil interaction
based on experiments, including the breakout stage, followed by an unstable movement and a555

residual stage. Cheuk et al. (2007), Dingle et al. (2008) and White and Cheuk (2008) studied
the large amplitude cyclic pipe-soil response based on experimental tests. Wang et al. (2018a)
experimentally investigated the lateral soil resistance on shallow-embedded pipelines, using sand
from Bohai gulf in the eastern China sea. Some significant features were identified, such as the
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breakout resistance Hbreakout, the residual resistance Hres and the maximum resistance Hmax. It was560

found that, in the case of a deep embedment, Hbreakout was coupled with both Hres and Hmax.

6.2. Lateral resistance models
6.2.1. Bi-linear models

A bi-linear lateral resistance model is first presented here, which accounts for both the friction
component and the passive resistance in terms of soil breakout (Murff et al., 1989; Galgoul et al.,565

2004). In such models, it is assumed that the lateral soil resistance and the pipe displacement
are related through a bi-linear “elastic-perfectly plastic” constitutive law. Figure 9(a) illustrates
such a bi-linear response, where the horizontal axis denotes the normalized lateral displacement
of the pipe while the vertical axis represents the normalized lateral resistance. Meanwhile, full
mobilization is not reached until a given (small) displacement (ubreakout) due to passive resistance.570

As estimated by Lyons et al. (1973), Brennodden et al. (1986), Wagner et al. (1989) and BS8010
(1993), the displacement to mobilization is approximately 0.1D. The soil stiffness ks before full
mobilization can be therefore calculated by Hmax/ubreakout. After full mobilization, the lateral resis-
tance phenomenon can be assigned to Coulomb friction. The selection of the frictional coefficient
depends on the type of seabed. Pipe-soil experimental tests from Lyons et al. (1973), Lambrakos575

(1985) and Wagner et al. (1989) showed that the friction coefficients lie in a range between 0.2 and
0.8. A typical value adopted for clay seabed is 0.2 (Sotberg and Verley, 1992; DNV, 2017b). In
the numerical simulations of Zhang et al. (2019), a lateral friction coefficient of 0.3 is considered.
The Coulomb model is adopted as well when friction is also involved in the axial direction. In
Kerr (1978), Najjar et al. (2007), Safebuck (2008) and Zhang and Duan (2015), a value of 0.6 is580

adopted for the axial friction coefficient, accounting for coating effect.
This model is simple but sufficiently reasonable for use in engineering practice. As stated by

McCarron (2018): “The change of buckle capacity is small due to large change of lateral resis-
tance, so it is reasonable to use a perfectly plastic response in preliminary design”. Despite this, it
is sometimes not accurate enough since the real influence of the vertical load is not accounted for.585

It manifests itself by the penetration of the pipe in the soil during horizontal movement and thus
by a variation of the contact area between pipe and soil.

6.2.2. Tri-linear models
In order to better reproduce the pipe-soil interaction features, tri-linear lateral resistance mod-

els were proposed. In these models, both a breakout and a residual resistance are brought into play.590

After the pipeline breakout, two different behaviors may exist, as seen in Figure 9(b). A hardening
response may occur for an “over-penetrated” pipe, whereas a softening response may appear for
a so-called “normally-penetrated” pipe resting on the seabed (White and Cheuk, 2008). Wang
et al. (2018a) observed that a softening response was likely to happen when the initial embedment
was close to 0.5D, during a large movement of the pipe (larger than 4D). With a greater initial595

embedment depth, a hardening response is expected.
Based on experimental tests, Bruton et al. (2006) proposed a specific tri-linear formulation to

express the soil resistance on a soft clay seabed for a normal penetration of the pipe, which can be
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Figure 9: Pipe-seabed interaction models: (a) Bi-linear model; (b) Tri-linear model

summarized by the following equations:
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In the equations above, Hbreakout denotes the horizontal force at breakout stage, v is the normal-600

ized vertical load (v = V/Dsu), su is the undrained shear strength of soil, γ′ is the effective soil
unit weight and uinit is the initial pipe embedment depth. The mobilization distance ubreakout cor-
responding to Hbreakout is normally in the range of about 0.05D to 0.2D, whereas the mobilization
distance ures at the occurrence of the horizontal residual force Hres is about 2D (Chatterjee et al.,
2012; McCarron, 2015a). In DNV (2017b), a value of 0.05D is selected for ubreakout. Wang et al.605

(2018a) experimentally showed that Hres was only depending on the weight of the berm and that
the breakout force was occurring when the mobilized distance had reached 0.1D.

In such a tri-linear model, there are still abrupt changes in soil stiffness, occurring at both
the breakout and the residual point. Accordingly, a plasticity-based macro-element model was
proposed in Schotman et al. (1987) and Zhang et al. (2002). Agusta et al. (2016) further divided610

the breakout stage into both an elastic and a plastic regime in order to remedy such limitations. In
these conditions, the use of work-hardening plasticity gives rise to a smooth response in terms of
stiffness at the transitions between the different stages involved in the interaction phenomenon.
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6.2.3. Other simplified models
In Maltby and Calladine (1995a,b), it was found that the localization phenomenon related to615

pipe buckling in the presence of an imperfection depends more upon the extreme value of soil
resistance Hsoil than upon the exact constitutive law governing the evolution of Hsoil with respect
to the lateral displacement. Hence, an exponential law was simply used by these authors for the
description of the lateral soil resistance, as follows:

Hsoil = Hsoil0

(
1 − e

w0−w
∆

)
(35)

where Hsoil0 stands for the limit value of the lateral resistance, and ∆ is a constitutive parameter.620

The authors also suggested some particular values based on experimental tests, namely Hsoil0 =

3.2 N/m and ∆ = 1.7 mm. In Karampour et al. (2013a), this resistance model was adopted for the
analytical investigation of lateral buckling accounting for initial imperfections.

Likewise, the axial soil resistance exerted on a pipeline can also be expressed as a function of
fully mobilized coefficients. As an example, the following relation has been employed so as to625

express the sub-fully mobilized axial friction coefficient in the North sea environment (Bjerrum,
1973; Taylor et al., 1985; Taylor and Gan, 1986):

ϕA = µA

(
1 − e

−25us
uϕ

)
(36)

where µA is the fully mobilized axial friction coefficient and uϕ is the corresponding movement at
full mobilization. The variation of axial friction forces depends thus essentially on the axial defor-
mations of the pipeline through the value of the resultant longitudinal movement us at buckle/slip630

length interface. The value of ϕA lies naturally in the range from 0 to µA. Suggested full scale
values for both µA and uϕ are 0.5 and 5 mm, respectively (Lyons et al., 1973; Anand et al., 1980;
Taylor et al., 1985).

During the lateral buckling of a submarine pipeline, a soil berm (as seen in Figure 8(b)) is
prone to appear. As stated by White and Cheuk (2008), the influence of such a soil berm should635

be considered for pipes with a large horizontal movement (typically between 5D and 10D). The
soil berm phenomenon comes from the fact that the pipeline pushes the soil ahead during its
lateral movement. Generally, for a light pipe on a stiff seabed which ploughs only a thin layer of
material away, the berm will grow slowly. Conversely, for a heavy pipe on a soft seabed which
ploughs more soil away, the berm will grow much faster. The occurrence of such berms makes640

the prediction of the pipe-seabed interaction more complicated (Bruton et al., 2005; Konuk and
Yu, 2007). In White and Cheuk (2008) and ISO (2016), simple power laws are used to describe
the berm properties, including both the plough depth (tplough) and the normalized horizontal berm
resistance (hberm):

tplough

D
= α

(
V

Dsu

)β
(37)

hberm = λ
(Aberm

D2

)δ
(38)
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where Aberm/D2 represents the dimensionless hardening parameter. α, β, δ and λ are empirical645

coefficients which can be deduced from experimental tests. For instance, λ is related to the berm
size. It is shown that the value of β lies in practice between 2 and 3 (Murff et al., 1989; Verley and
Sotberg, 1994). For a rough embedment of the pipe with uinit/D < 0.5, α and β can be selected as
0.015 and 2.3, respectively (Murff et al., 1989).

When combining the pipe-seabed models described above with the soil berm effects, a more650

accurate prediction of the pipe-soil interaction can be achieved. For example, an original solution
was developed by Zeng and Duan (2014), based on a tri-linear pipe-soil model accounting for extra
soil berm effects. It can be described by the following expression of the soil horizontal resistance:

Hsoil = a
π

ur
u − b

(
π

ur

)3

u3 +
a

120

(
π

ur

)5

u5 (39)

where ur is a function of the pipe outer diameter, depending on the soil stiffness, and u is the lateral
displacement of the pipe. This modified approach takes into account both the initial penetration655

(uinit) and the berm effects. Parameters a and b are functions of Hbreakout and Hres derived from the
tri-linear model. The soil berm effects have been merged into these parameters, through the use of
Equations (37) and (38). The use of such a model naturally updates favorably the lateral buckling
solution.

7. Residual stresses660

Residual stresses can be defined as auto-balancing stresses which are locked into a material
when it is free from external forces (Cai, 2018). In submarine pipelines, extensive residual stresses
may exist due to many factors such as fabrication, pipe joining processes, welding, heat treatment,
mechanical interferences, forming processes and long term service conditions (Jr et al., 1990;
Amirat et al., 2004; Pirling et al., 2011). As stated by Taylor and Gan (1986), the influence of665

residual stresses on the mechanical response of a submarine pipeline can be interpreted like the
one of an equivalent initial lack of straightness. However, since stressed imperfections have been
already discussed in Section 5, only residual stresses arising from the manufacturing processes will
be considered in this section. So far, there is little research on the influence of residual stresses on
the lateral global buckling of submarine pipelines.670

Residual stresses are known to have a significant influence on the mechanical behavior of
building members and tubular offshore structures, among others (Bjoerhovde, 1973; Chen and
Han, 1985). For tubes manufactured by means of rolling or welding methods, the effect is rela-
tively small (Galambos, 1998), whereas the effect is greater for offshore pipelines obtained through
mill fabrication processes. Toma and Chen (1979) estimated that residual stresses could reduce675

the buckling capacity of long tubular columns fabricated in such a way by about 2-4%. This effect
was shown to decrease with the increase of the pipeline length (McCarron, 2018). Marshall (2013)
investigated the axial capacities of welded box and tubular columns. The results also indicated a
diminishing influence of residual stresses on the column capacity with an increasing column slen-
derness. Meanwhile, it is accepted that the influence of lateral geometric imperfections dominates680

the influence of residual stresses when it comes to the axial buckling capacity of conventionally
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fabricated tubular columns (Bjoerhovde, 1973; Toma and Chen, 1979). This phenomenon has
been also observed throughout the analysis of a damaged pipe under pure bending, accounting for
both residual stresses and initial imperfections (Cai, 2018).

In practice, the BRSL method (Block Removal Splitting and Layering method) can be used685

to evaluate the residual hoop strain distribution along the pipe thickness (Jr et al., 1990; Amirat
et al., 2004). From such experimental measurements, Lynch (1952) deducted an expression for the
estimation of the circumferential (or hoop) residual stress. After slitting the pipe longitudinally
and measuring the diameter changes, the residual stress can be written as follows:

σr = E0t
(

1
D0
−

1
D1

)
(40)

where E0 = E/(1 − ν2), t is the wall thickness of the pipe, D0 is its original diameter and D1 the690

final diameter after slitting. This method is based on the following assumptions: (i) the material is
supposed to be homogeneous and linear elastic (even during layer removal), and (ii) the stresses
are uniform along the pipe length.

8. Controlled lateral buckling

The lateral buckling of submarine pipelines is widely investigated in order to reduce the risks of695

structural failure during their entire life cycle. Uncontrolled lateral buckling normally introduces
unexpected and often severe structural damage, largely jeopardizing the structural integrity of
the pipelines. The formation of buckles (namely their number, location, shape, as well as the
corresponding critical loading) is the key uncertainty in lateral buckling design (Sinclair et al.,
2009). Meanwhile, it is not economically feasible to fully restrain the entire pipeline via traditional700

methods such as rock dumping or burial. Therefore, the question arises of how to reasonably
control the occurrence of lateral buckling in submarine pipelines. Broadly speaking, the buckle
triggering method has proven to be the best solution to control the thermal buckling of submarine
pipelines (Bruton et al., 2005; de Oliveira Cardoso et al., 2015). In this section, the existing buckle
initiation techniques will be thus presented, and the current research about them will be discussed.705

8.1. Buckles triggered by laying methods
In engineering practice, the buckle initiation can be introduced through pipe laying methods.

For instance, the snaked-lay technique allows one to introduce horizontal imperfections in the
pipes with given curvature radii at predetermined locations. In other words, snaked-lay pipelines
are laid in a series of gentle curves. It is the most common buckle initiation approach employed to710

date and its success rate in triggering buckles at the prescribed bends is larger than 90% (Sinclair
et al., 2009). However, it is very time-consuming and costly (Chee et al., 2018).

8.2. Buckles triggered by sleepers
Another prevailing method in pipeline industry amounts to the use of vertical sleepers (as

illustrated in Figure 10), which act as initial imperfections in installed pipelines (Wang et al.,715

2018d). Sleepers are usually located at the connections between successive pipe segments, and are
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installed prior to pipe laying with an appropriate spacing. Owing to the coating deposited outside
the sleeper, the friction between the pipe and the sleeper is highly reduced, compared to the pipe-
soil friction. Hence, sleepers have the advantage to reduce the critical buckling force and thus to
give rise to more benign buckles with lower strain levels. Operational data from nine pipelines with720

sleepers have shown that it was a reliable way to trigger the desired buckles (Sinclair et al., 2009).
In particular, the symmetric buckling modes (1 and 3) and the asymmetric one (2) described above
can be produced through the use of sleepers. Vortex-induced vibrations could also be generated
as a by-product, depending on the pipe span between sleepers. It has been already observed in
practice and should be avoided (DNV, 2017b).725

Figure 10: Sleepers used to control lateral buckling of pipelines (Chee et al., 2018)

de Oliveira Cardoso et al. (2015) experimentally analyzed the thermal buckling behavior of
submarine pipelines with sleepers and accounting for buoyancy. Two meters long sleepers were
adopted with various heights (15 or 30 mm) and friction coefficients (0.1 or 0.2). Wang et al. (2017)
numerically studied the lateral buckling of pipelines with a sleeper. Empirical formulas in terms
of critical buckling force, buckling stress and final displacement were proposed, deriving from the730

use of genetic algorithms. Wang et al. (2018c) analytically explored the influence of sleepers on
the lateral buckling of pipelines. A buckle in the shape of Mode 1 was prescribed. It was found
that increasing the height of the sleeper or decreasing the friction between the pipe and the sleeper
may reduce the minimum critical loading. Lastly, Wang et al. (2018d) carried on the investigation
with a prescribed buckling mode in the shape of Mode 3 (based on energy considerations, it can735

be shown that Mode 3 is more likely to appear in practice).
As can be seen in Figure 10, the presence of sleepers significantly modifies the mechanical

response of pipelines. A variation of friction is intentionally introduced through the use of sleepers.
A touchdown point is fashioned between the pipe and the seabed. For a pipeline resting on a
sleeper, only a small segment of the pipe is prone to mobilize first under thermal expansion, due740

to the localized loss of axial friction. Once a lateral buckle is formed at the location of the sleeper,
the surrounding part of the pipe feeds into the buckle. Then, the axial compression force drops
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within the buckle, pulling more pipe length inside it. This situation is illustrated in Figure 11(b),
where the feed-in region extends to a length of 2l2 and the slip length is denoted by ls, P0 being
the axial compression force at virtual anchor points.745

Figure 11: Configuration of a controlled pipeline with a sleeper: (a) vertical plane; (b) lateral plane (Wang et al.,
2018c)

In the presence of sleepers, the governing equation (8) may be only slightly updated. A vertical
pre-equilibrium equation should be satisfied at the beginning. As shown in Figure 11(a), a uniform
distributed force (the pipe self-weight per unit length q) applies on the pipe in the range within
touchdown points, even in absence of axial force. Hence, a new governing equation holds in this
range:750

EI
∂4v
∂x4 = −q 0 ≤ x ≤ l1 (41)

A closed-form solution of this equation is not difficult to obtain, when combined with the
appropriate boundary conditions at the touchdown point (namely the vertical displacement, the
slope and the corresponding moment should be zero). The solution in terms of vertical deflection
is as follows:

v = −
qx4

24EI
+

ql1x3

9EI
−

ql2
1x2

12EI
+

ql4
1

72EI
(42)

which can be used to determine the touchdown points (that is the span length) as long as the sleeper755

height is known.
Furthermore, the new expression of the lateral governing equation (8) will be different, varying

along the pipe. The pipe zone involved in the buckle development has to be divided into two
regions when dealing with the lateral buckling on a sleeper: a region in contact with the sleeper (
x between 0 and l1) and a region in contact with the seabed with friction (x between l1 and l2). The760

governing equations of the pipe lateral stability become then:

EI
∂4w1

∂x4 + P
∂2w1

∂x2 = 0 0 ≤ x ≤ l1 (43)
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EI
∂4w2

∂x4 + P
∂2w2

∂x2 + µLq = 0 l1 ≤ x ≤ l2 (44)

As indicated in Equations (43) and (44), the central part of the buckle is assumed to rest on the
sleeper without lateral friction, and there are both a lateral and a vertical concentrated force at the
touchdown point (at x = l1). Lateral friction is fully mobilized and uniformly distributed on the
remaining part of the pipe. Under these conditions, the general solutions in terms of deflection w1765

and w2 can be obtained in the following forms:

w1(x) = B1 cos(nx) + B2 sin(nx) + B3x + B4 (45)

w2(x) = C1 cos(nx) + C2 sin(nx) + C3x + C4 −
µLq

2n2EI
x2 (46)

where n2 = P/EI, B1 to B4 and C1 to C4 being coefficients to be determined using the proper
boundary conditions consistent with the presence of a sleeper. In this case of controlled buckling
with a sleeper, a compatibility condition is also needed, which relates the extra length of the
pipeline in the buckled region (u = 1

2

∫ l1
0

(∂w1
∂x )2dx + 1

2

∫ l2
l1

(∂w2
∂x )2dx) with the axial expansion (due to770

the axial force) of the pipe between the virtual anchor points.

8.3. Buckles triggered by buoyancy
The distributed buoyancy technique can also be applied for the initiation of buckles in sub-

marine pipelines. One solution is to introduce vertical imperfections during the laying procedure,
while the other solution is to provide locally a lower submerged weight during operation. In any775

case, a buckle is expected to take shape at the desired location (Shi and Wang, 2014). Generally,
the length of the buoyancy section is about 60 m to 200 m with a weight variation of 10 to 15% of
the nominal self-weight of the pipe (Sinclair et al., 2009).

Peek and Yun (2007) analytically studied the influence of a single-point, a two-point and a
distributed buoyancy load on the lateral buckling of pipelines. A similar analysis was performed780

by Shi and Wang (2014), but only in the conditions of a single buoyancy load. Wang et al. (2018b)
analytically investigated the case of distributed buoyancy sections. The influence of various buoy-
ancy parameters such as the length and weight, as well as the effect of initial imperfections, were
discussed. It was found that the minimum critical load (or temperature difference) reduced with
the increase of the buoyancy length and the decrease of its weight ratio.785

A survey project involving three BP’s operational pipelines has been conducted to determine
if these buckle initiation techniques are reliable in practice (namely if the buckles form as planned
by the methods discussed above) (Hoor et al., 2014). The results demonstrated the effectiveness
of such initiation strategies. All the planned buckles for the two inspected pipelines were suc-
cessfully formed at both sleeper and buoyancy sites, with a Mode 1 shape. Unplanned buckles790

were observed as well, which indicates that further investigation is still needed to fully control the
initiation of buckles. The capabilities of the current methods to predict the locations and behaviors
of buckles are still not sufficient (Konuk, 2018).
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9. Numerical simulation of pipe lateral buckling

Numerical simulation is a perfect alternative for the investigation of lateral buckling at the time795

when analytical methods cannot provide accurate estimations under complex conditions. More-
over, numerical computations deliver results which can be further used for empirical predictions.
Therefore, in this section, the numerical methods classically used for the lateral buckling analysis
of pipelines are presented and discussed.

A considerable number of numerical works have been undertaken so far concerning the global800

lateral buckling of submarine pipelines. Miles and Calladine (1999) used Abaqus software for the
simulation of experimental tests devoted to the lateral buckling of pipelines (Abaqus6.17, 2017).
Hoor et al. (2014) elaborated specific numerical models with short virtual anchor spacings for
the controlled buckling analysis of submarine pipelines. In their analysis, soil berms were ac-
counted for using non-linear springs. Liu et al. (2014) compared four different numerical methods805

for the simulation of global buckling of pipelines, namely 2D/3D implicit and explicit methods.
Zeng et al. (2014) numerically studied the upheaval buckling of buried pipelines with initial im-
perfections by using a 2D model. Zhang and Duan (2015) evaluated the critical force of upheaval
buckling of pipelines with an initial imperfection of Mode 1 shape. Wang et al. (2017) numerically
investigated the lateral buckling of pipelines accounting for both initial imperfections and sleepers810

(using a so-called pipeline-sleeper-seabed numerical model). Zhang et al. (2018b) analyzed, still
numerically, the influence of initial imperfections on the lateral buckling force. They found that
the shape parameter ρmax/L0 had a strong effect on the critical force. In addition, Zhang et al.
(2018a) adopted a 2D model to determine the critical force of submarine pipe-in-pipe pipelines on
a soft foundation with symmetric initial imperfections.815

9.1. General finite element modeling of pipelines
Most of numerical investigations in pipeline buckling analyses make use of the finite element

method. Among the available commercial softwares, Abaqus is certainly the most adopted for the
numerical simulation of pipeline buckling. Owing to the fact that a pipeline is an ultra-slender
structure, it is generally modeled with Timoshenko beam elements. For instance, 2D PIPE21820

elements, which are two-node linear elements allowing for transverse shear deformation in a 2D
modeling space, were deployed by Zeng et al. (2014). A 3D modeling space is also adopted for the
sake of accuracy. For instance, Agusta et al. (2016), Wang et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2018b)
used standard PIPE31 elements, while Van den Abeele et al. (2015) and Chee et al. (2018) used
hybrid PIPE31H elements, both for global buckling analyses. Such hybrid elements have one825

or two additional nodal variables related to the hoop strain of the pipe wall, and still use linear
interpolation. They are well suited for problems involving contact, such as the laying of a pipeline
in a trench or on the seabed, or the interaction analysis between a drill string and a well hole,
and all the more so in dynamics (in the event of impact, for example). Similarly, using Ansys
software, Karampour (2018) deployed both BEAM188 and PIPE288 elements in the context of830

pipe buckling investigations.
Besides the proper selection of the finite element types, the mesh density is crucial to ensure

the accuracy of a numerical simulation. A mesh sensitivity analysis is normally required. In
Zeng et al. (2014), it was found that the simulation results tend to converge when a density of
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one element per meter is reached. In Zhang et al. (2018b), this strategy was therefore adopted for835

pipeline buckling analyses, using for instance 1200 elements for pipes with a length of 1200 m.
The selection of the pipeline length to be considered in the model is another important aspect

during numerical investigation of pipe buckling. As emphasized by Ju and Kyriakides (1988), the
lateral buckling of pipelines is necessarily characterized by a localization phenomenon. That is
to say, the buckling response of a pipe only manifests itself in a certain interval length, and does840

not influence thus the entire structure. Generally, the region of the pipe between the virtual anchor
points is only retained for investigation. The total length considered is therefore the sum of the
buckle length and the slip length. In practice, the slip length is long enough so that the boundary
conditions do not affect the central buckling response.

In numerical computations, the seabed is normally modeled as a rigid foundation for simplicity845

purposes. For instance, Zhang et al. (2018b) made use of R3D4 rigid elements (from Abaqus
software) so as to mimic the seabed as well as the sleepers, as seen in Figure 12(a). In this way,
the penetration and embedment of the pipe in the soil foundation cannot be realized. In order
to account for these phenomena, if computational resource is sufficient, 3D solid elements can be
used in pipe buckling analyses. Among others, Liu et al. (2014) adopted the Mohr-Coulomb model850

so as to describe the real soil behavior through C3D8R solid elements (from Abaqus software), as
shown in Figure 12(b). Some specific soil properties, such as the bulk density λ′ (in N/m3), the
compression modulus E′ (in Pa), the cohesive coefficient C (in Pa) and the internal friction angle
φ, were therefore introduced in the model. In Hong et al. (2015b), C3D8R solid elements were
also used for the seabed representation.855

Figure 12: FE models of pipelines for lateral buckling analyses: (a) rigid seabed representation (Zhang et al., 2018b);
(b) 3D seabed model (Liu et al., 2014)
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9.2. Computational algorithms in numerical simulation
9.2.1. Newton-Raphson method

Most of numerical computations performed in the context of pipeline lateral buckling turn out
to be incremental non-linear calculations, since linearized stability analyses are most often not
feasible due to some non-linear features in considered models. Therefore, the classical Newton-860

Raphson iterative method can be used to solve non-linear equilibrium equations (Traub, 1982).
Many examples of studies using Newton’s method for pipeline simulation are available in litera-
ture. Among others, one can mention Zeng et al. (2014), who investigated the upheaval buckling
of pipelines with initial imperfections using Newton’s method. In a slightly different way, Zhang
et al. (2018b) adopted the static damping method for the analysis of pipelines.865

Unfortunately, this method is prone to fail once a critical point (namely a bifurcation or es-
pecially a limit point) is reached, since the load is generally not increasing any more after such
a point and cannot be thus incremented indefinitely. In such a case, which is quite commonly
encountered in pipe buckling analyses, alternative approaches can be applied.

9.2.2. Modified Riks method870

In order to overcome the drawbacks of Newton-Raphson method, Riks (1972, 1979) devel-
oped the arc-length method, which can deal with limit points and non-monotonous equilibrium
curves, and thus easily capture the buckling/post-buckling behavior of any structure. The so-
called modified Riks method is an algorithm that allows to get an effective solution for such cases
(Riks, 1979). In order to circumvent the failure of the calculation due to the non-monotonous875

evolution of the external load (and/or displacement), an extra arc-length parameter is introduced,
related to both the load and the displacement, which can be viewed as the length of a particular
load-displacement curve plotted in the appropriate space of finite dimension (defined according
to the finite element discretization). The basic algorithm still relies on the Newton’s method, but
a more efficient path-following technique is used by incrementing the arc-length instead of the880

enforced load or displacement. This method has proved to be effective for proportional loadings
and reasonably smooth structural responses without sudden bifurcations.

The standard numerical procedure for the lateral buckling analysis of pipelines based on the
modified Riks method can be summarized as follows:

(a) An eigenvalue buckling analysis is first conducted to calculate linearized buckling modes,885

further used as initial imperfections (instead, a dead load can be initially applied which may
also act as an initial imperfection).

(b) A reference load (including magnitude and direction) is added into the model. The first critical
value obtained through the linearized buckling analysis can be used as the reference load.

(c) The current applied load is related to the reference load by the load proportionality factor. The890

initial arc-length increment is defined. If necessary, the geometric and material non-linearities
are taken into account in the simulation.

(d) Finally, the arc-length is incremented and the corresponding load is updated at each incre-
ment and proportionally applied on the structure, until the termination conditions (such as a
maximum arc-length) are reached.895
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In summary, the modified Riks method can accurately capture the effects of tiny characteris-
tics such as initial imperfections, whereas the traditional Newton’s method cannot do so. Thus,
for pipelines under uniaxial compression which are very sensitive to the occurrence of initial im-
perfections, it is recommended to use the modified Riks method. For pipelines under pure bend-
ing, which are less sensitive to such imperfections, both the Newton’s method and modified Riks900

method can be adopted.

9.2.3. Explicit dynamic method
In the case of a sudden snap-through or snap-back phenomenon (involving a sharp limit point),

a dynamic method can be employed so as to capture both accurately and efficiently the unsta-
ble response of the structure. On one hand, by using an explicit dynamic method, there is no905

more need to solve large stiffness matrices. On the other hand, an explicit solution procedure
is conditionally stable, which means that the time increment cannot exceed the limit stable time
∆tstable = 2(

√
1 + ξ2− ξ)/ωmax, where ωmax is the supreme natural frequency and ξ the correspond-

ing critical damping. Therefore, an explicit numerical scheme requires numerous time increments,
but the computation time required for each time increment is very small.910

Such a dynamic method has been already implemented in a considerable number of numerical
simulations in the literature dealing with pipeline lateral buckling. As an example, Van den Abeele
et al. (2015) analyzed the buckling behavior of a 10 km long pipeline, by means of Abaqus soft-
ware. A transient dynamic (explicit) solver was used with a mesh size of 4 m. Hong et al. (2015b)
adopted an explicit dynamic procedure (via Abaqus) so as to simulate the non-linear response of a915

pipeline of length 2000 m, diameter 323.9 mm and thickness 12.7 mm. During the simulation, the
gravity force was first applied, shaping an interaction between the pipeline and the seabed. Then,
in the initial time increment, the temperature in the pipeline was set to zero. The total temperature
difference was applied in the second time increment. Besides, Agusta et al. (2016) performed a
dynamic analysis for the investigation of pipe walking, using PIPE31 and PIPE33 elements (in920

Abaqus). Finally, Wang et al. (2017) developed a pipeline-sleeper-seabed model within Abaqus.
A dynamic method was adopted as well, with the use of PIPE31 elements and encompassing ge-
ometric non-linearities. Simply-supported boundary conditions were enforced at both ends of the
pipe of length 2000 m and a hard contact model was selected.

10. Experimental analysis of pipe lateral buckling925

Numerical simulation is certainly the most efficient way to predict the buckling response of
submarine pipelines, when analytical solutions are no more available, particularly in the presence
of geometric and material non-linearities. However, it cannot replace experimentation since, in
pure numerical simulation, owing to the modeling hypotheses/simplifications, there is a risk of ig-
noring small but important features, which may be crucial for the description of the actual physical930

phenomena. Therefore, experimental investigations of the lateral buckling of pipelines have been
undertaken in past decades, which will be presented and discussed in this section.

To date, a considerable number of experimental tests have been conducted on the lateral buck-
ling of pipelines. Palmer et al. (1974) realized a simple experiment to demonstrate the influence
of internal pressure on the pipe buckling behavior. A straight thin-walled stainless steel tube, with935
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a length of 1865 mm and a diameter of 7.8 mm was fixed by steel blocks via cement. It was free to
move laterally with the support of thin steel strips. A manual pump was installed for the control of
internal oil pressure. The occurrence of a lateral buckle was observed under an internal pressure
of 4.9 MPa. In order to study the thermal-induced compression of pipelines, Miles and Calladine
(1999) designed a small-scale experimental test (see Figure 13), using a silicone rubber strip (of940

2 m long) to mimic a pipe. Both the elastic and frictional properties of the silicone rubber strips
were taken into account. A lobe extinction phenomenon was then observed. de Oliveira Cardoso
et al. (2015) experimentally investigated the controlled thermal buckling of submarine pipelines.
Sleepers and distributed buoyancy were used to trigger the lateral buckling phenomenon. An
oil export pipeline with a length of 195 m, a diameter of 18 in and a diameter-to-thickness ratio945

D/t = 15.9 was retained. The ends of the specimen were fixed and a pump was included in the
experimental setting so as to produce high pressures and high temperatures. The length of the
sleepers was 2 m whereas their height lay between 15 and 30 mm. The related tests were bene-
ficial for the study of design conditions in terms of trigger spacing and properties, and buoyancy
efficiency, among others. The experimental results obtained in this paper were reused by Wang950

et al. (2018b) in their analytical study of the controlled buckling of submarine pipelines.

Figure 13: Experimental set-up of a small-scale test of a pipe lateral buckling due to thermal effects (Miles and
Calladine, 1999)

Another meaningful example of experimental test has been performed by Zhang et al. (2019),
who designed a lateral buckling set-up for a pipe-in-pipe (PIP) structure. Although we do not
concentrate on this particular type of pipe in this paper, the experimental method involved can be
used under more general conditions and be served as a good reference. As seen in Figure 14, the955

pipe specimen in hand was made of aluminum alloy, had a length of 9 m and rested on a sand
tank. The pipe ends were fixed longitudinally via an end fastening device, whereas the rotations
were not constrained. An initial imperfection of sinusoidal shape (with a single half-wavelength)
was introduced using a pipeline bender. Different half-wavelengths L0 and amplitudes wmax were
produced. An oil temperature control loading device was used, allowing for a gradual monotonous960

temperature increase. Let us finally mention other experimental works on this subject, dealing
with the vertical buckling of buried pipelines (Maltby and Calladine, 1995b; Liu et al., 2015), the
global lateral buckling (Taylor and Tran, 1996) and the detection methods of the lateral buckling
of pipelines (Feng et al., 2015).
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Figure 14: Schematic layout of a pipe lateral buckling test (Zhang et al., 2019)

As shown in Cai et al. (2019) from experimental tests on damaged pipelines under bending965

moments, the presence of local damage in pipes may easily lead to the final failure of the pipe,
due to the phenomenon of buckling propagation. In practice, an initial damage such as a dent
or corrosion on the pipe wall (Cai et al., 2017), as well as an initial imperfection, such as the
ovalization of the pipe section (DNV, 2017c), triggers the buckling phenomenon, and even a local
mode may then quickly propagate and damage a long segment of the pipeline, or even the pipe970

in its entirety (Karampour et al., 2013b), leading thus to collapse. Karampour and Albermani
(2014) conducted an experimental test in order to investigate such an interaction between lateral
and/or upheaval buckling and damage propagation in deep sea. It confirms that clarifying the pipe
buckling mechanism can be effectively of great help in avoiding such possible failures.

11. Empirical methods in pipe lateral buckling975

The classical theories described above have been shown to be capable of providing fundamen-
tal solutions for the buckling strength of submarine pipelines, at least if one assumes an elastic
constitutive behavior and remains within the framework of small transformations. However, such
models generally overestimate the carrying capacity of practical metallic pipes. From an analytical
point of view, it is difficult to account for the effect of all practical parameters, due to obvious math-980

ematical barriers. This section summarizes different procedures which may be used to properly
define empirical relationships between the buckling of pipelines and the corresponding influential
parameters. Some prediction models devoted to lateral buckling and resulting from these analyses
are discussed as well.

A typical method used to build empirical relationships between influential parameters and985

buckling properties relies on the Buckingham theorem (or Π theorem) (Pankhurst, 1964; Sonin,
2001). This theorem is based on a non-dimensional analysis, whose parameters only relate to
the fundamental dimensions, typically among the length, mass and time (according to the well-
known MLT unit system). A set of n−m non-dimensional parameters (Π1,Π2, ...,Πn−m) is defined
for the physical problem in hand, deriving from the n relevant variables and considering the m990

fundamental dimensions brought into play. Such a method is classically used in the domain of
fluid mechanics, for the derivation of the dimensionless Reynolds number, for example (Cai et al.,
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2010). In Miles and Calladine (1999), it was employed in the context of the lateral buckling of
pipelines. Expressions of buckling properties were obtained in this way with respect to some
dimensionless parameters, with the objective to match with available experimental and simulation995

results, circumventing thus the direct resolution of stability equations.
Once basic relationships between buckling properties and relevant parameters are known, pre-

diction models can be further fitted. The traditional linear/non-linear regression analysis has been
adopted in the context of pipeline buckling. For the purpose of ultimate strength prediction, Cai
et al. (2018a,b,c,d) proposed empirical formulas based on non-linear regression analysis, involving1000

different types of structural damage of pipelines. Nevertheless, the application domain is limited
due to small data sets. Zeng et al. (2014) established an empirical formula of the following form:

Pcr = g
(
w0

L0

)
(q2EI)1/3 (47)

where the critical buckling load of the pipeline is a function of independent influential parameters
such as the load q, the pipe bending stiffness EI and the imperfection shape feature w0/L0. The
dimensionless function g

(
w0
L0

)
was further fitted, based on numerical simulation data. Last, Zhang1005

and Duan (2015) and Zhang et al. (2018b) considered the influence of an initial imperfection
on the lateral buckling of pipelines with an extra imperfection parameter ρmax/L0. Through the
Buckingham theorem again, the previous relation was re-constructed as follows:

Pcr = g
(
w0

L0
,
ρmax

L0

)
(q2EI)1/3 (48)

Meanwhile, genetic programming (GP) algorithms provide an alternative for the development
of prediction models in the framework of pipeline buckling. Such methods have been also suc-1010

cessfully applied for the more general prediction of the structural strength of pipelines (Nazari
et al., 2015). Among others, Wang et al. (2017) proposed formulas based on GP for the buckling
load/stress and the critical displacement of pipelines with initial imperfections and sleepers. Uni-
form distributions of the key parameters, such as the bending stiffness EI, the pipe diameter D,
the pipe unit weight q and the temperature T , were introduced as the inputs of the method. This1015

example clearly proves that these empirical methods allow one to obtain explicit expressions of the
pipeline buckling properties and thus constitute an efficient alternative to the direct mathematical
procedures.

Large limitations still exist in the utilization of the above-mentioned empirical formulas, due
to limited generalization ability. The proposed formulas are not able to be applied when the pipe1020

conditions and environment are changed. Therefore, a more advanced prediction method for the
buckling of pipes is needed. The past few years have witnessed the digitalization of different
industry fields and the booming of machine learning and artificial intelligence (Xie and Tian, 2018;
Bishop, 2006). Applications of machine learning have been successfully demonstrated in different
fields such as autonomous driving, language translation and speech recognition (LeCun et al.,1025

2015; Haghighat et al., 2020). Machine learning has also been initially applied in engineering
fields, including solid mechanics (Ghaboussi and Sidarta, 1998), fluid mechanics (Fukami et al.,
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2020) and structural health monitoring (Sen et al., 2019). Dealing with pipelines, preliminary work
has been also started in terms of pipe strength prediction (De Masi et al., 2015; Ossai, 2020; Chin
et al., 2020; Gholami et al., 2020; Cai et al., 2020). However, the majority of pipeline research still1030

largely relies on physical-based methods with a possible feature leaking. The investigation of the
data-driven methods on buckling and strength prediction of pipelines is not enough. Meanwhile,
the stumbling block remains the need for sufficient data that is crucial for accurate predictions by
machine learning methods.

12. Case study1035

This last section focuses on an important feature related to pipeline buckling, namely the con-
sideration of variable axial friction effects between the pipe and the seabed, through a specific case
study. As stated in McCarron (2018), the pipe-soil axial interaction forces should be included in
the buckling analysis of long pipeline systems. Generally, a full mobilization of the pipe on the
seabed is assumed in most studies, so that both the lateral and axial friction forces are chosen1040

to be constant during the buckle growth. However, practical experiments show that the friction
forces are deformation-dependent, as can be seen in Equation (36) in Section 6. The problem is
investigated here analytically, in order to measure the influence of such variable axial friction on
the lateral buckling of pipelines.

Two different cases are compared, namely one considering variable axial friction and the other1045

one with constant axial friction, all other things being equal. In the former case with variable axial
frictional forces, one can directly use the following equations, derived by Taylor and Gan (1986),
for the numerical calculations:

P0 = P +

[
2µAqAE

(
1 − e−25us/uϕ

25/uϕ
− us

)]1/2

(49)

us =
(P0 − P)L

2AE
− 7.9883 × 10−6

(
µLq
EI

)2
(L7 − L7

0) (50)

which appear to be highly non-linear, requiring thus a numerical iteration method for the resolu-
tion. In practice, given a series of buckled lengths L, the buckling force P0 and the longitudinal1050

displacement us are first solved iteratively. Then, the force within the buckle P and the correspond-
ing temperature increase ∆T are calculated through Equations (22) and (23), respectively. In the
latter case with constant axial frictional forces, the axial friction coefficient ϕA becomes µA and the
same equations can be used. The buckling force P0 is simplified as follows:

P0 = P + (−2EAqµAus)1/2 (51)

Then, by replacing the expression of us (Equation (50)) into Equation (51), one can easily1055

express P0 as a function of the buckling length L and the initial imperfection length L0, namely:

P0 = P −
µAqL

2
+

1
2

[
µ2

Aq2L2 + 6.39064 × 10−5µAµ
2
Lq3A

EI2 (L7 − L7
0)
]1/2

(52)
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Table 1 lists the specific pipeline parameters used for the analytical comparison. It is assumed
that the pipe has an initial imperfection in the shape of Mode 1, as described by Equation (25),
leading thus to a final buckled shape of Mode 1 type. The imperfection ratio (w0m/L0) is succes-
sively prescribed to 0.003, 0.007 and 0.01.1060

Table 1: Pipe parameters for the case study

Parameters Value
Pipe outer diameter D (mm) 650
Pipe wall thickness t (mm) 15
Pipe effective weight q (N/mm) 3.8
Thermal expansion coefficient α (/oC) 1.1e-5
Lateral friction coefficient µL 1

Figure 15 displays the comparison of forces P and P0 for pipes with different initial imper-
fections, plotted with respect to the buckling amplitude wm. Axial friction is considered in both
cases, in the forms of variable and constant axial friction, respectively. With the increase of the
buckling amplitude, the force P within buckle decreases due to the release of thermal expansion.
However, the buckling force P0 generally increases with the buckling amplitude. In the case of a1065

small imperfection only (for instance, with w0m/L0 = 0.003 in Figure 15(b)), a snap-through phe-
nomenon may occur and, therefore, the buckling force decreases just after having reached a limit
point and increases again shortly after. The snap-through phenomenon gradually disappears with
the increase of the imperfection amplitude. Figure 16 displays the comparison of other buckling
features, namely the temperature variation and the maximum compressive stress, again for pipes1070

with different initial imperfections. Small oscillations appear in the curves due to problems of nu-
merical instability encountered during the iterative procedure. Similarly to the buckling force, the
temperature rise attains a maximum value when considering the lowest initial imperfection ratio.
The other cases with larger imperfections do not reveal such a snap-through phenomenon, but in-
stead a stable post-buckling path. Conversely, the maximum compression stress within the buckle1075

always increases with the buckle amplitude, exceeding the elastic range of the material rapidly.
The interesting point here is that, whatever the parameter considered, in both Figures 15 and 16,

ignoring the variation of practical axial friction forces does not affect the final accuracy of the re-
sults. Instead, as shown in Figures 15(b) and 16(a), numerical instabilities occur when introducing
variable axial friction, due to the higher non-linearity of the equations. Therefore, in these circum-1080

stances, it is better to deploy a constant axial frictional coefficient instead of a variable one during
the analysis of pipeline buckling, for stability purposes.

13. Conclusive remarks

This paper has reviewed the latest research pertaining to the lateral buckling of submarine
pipelines under HT/HP. The lateral buckling is basically a global buckling phenomenon for pipelines1085

resting on the seabed, which may trigger severe structural failure modes. Hence, in past decades,
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Figure 15: Force variation diagrams with respect to the buckling amplitude wm of pipes with different initial imper-
fections: (a) force within buckle P; (b) buckling force P0

.

Figure 16: Diagrams of buckling features with respect to the buckling amplitude wm of pipes with different initial
imperfections: (a) temperature variation ∆T ; (b) maximum compression stress within buckle σm

.
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the lateral buckling of submarine pipelines was the subject of considerable interest in many re-
lated industries. This paper was an opportunity to record and clarify the main past and current
achievements related to lateral buckling, which are available in the literature. In the present paper,
the theoretical foundations of the lateral buckling and post-buckling propagation of pipelines have1090

been first introduced. The classical governing equations and the corresponding existing analytical
solutions have been particularly recalled. Next, several fundamental aspects related to pipe lat-
eral buckling have been summarized and discussed, including the concept of effective axial force,
the influence of initial imperfections and/or residual stresses, the predominant role of pipe-seabed
interactions as well as the practical methods of buckle triggering. Experimental methodologies1095

classically used under this context have been also reported. Alternatively to analytical solutions,
which may be limited to simplified configurations, suggesting some very strong modeling as-
sumptions, numerical methods have been described together with empirical techniques. Finally, a
specific case study has been conducted, based on former analytical expressions derived in the case
of pipes with initial imperfections, and devoted to the analysis of the influence of axial friction1100

on the buckling response of the pipes. It has been found that ignoring the axial friction variations
does not affect the buckling results (critical force or temperature rise). Instead, it allows one to
improve the computing efficiency during buckling analysis.

Based on this review, the remaining areas related to the lateral buckling of pipelines that need to
be further investigated have been determined and new challenges concerning submarine pipelines1105

have been identified. The main findings and added values are as follows:

- Torsional effects are generally ignored in lateral buckling analyses, primarily because of the large
slenderness of the pipelines in practice. However, torsion may have a non negligible influence
on the buckling features, especially when the buckling phenomenon occurs during installation
or operation stages due to the uneven seabed. Such torsional effects on the lateral buckling of1110

submarine pipelines have not been quantified so far, and new analytical solutions are needed in
order to estimate more accurately the buckling features in presence of torsion. New experiments
accounting for possible torsional effects are required.

- Until now, there is quite few research on the influence of residual stresses on the lateral buckling
of submarine pipelines. These effects may be various, depending on the distribution of resid-1115

ual stresses within the pipes. The understanding of the sensitivity of pipelines with respect to
residual stresses, regarding the initiation and propagation of lateral buckles, still requires a lot
of work.

- Traditional methods for the prediction of pipeline buckling loads, which broadly consist of math-
ematically solving the stability equations, suffer from large limitations inherent to the natural1120

complexity of the model, and inevitably require strong modeling assumptions so that they can
be used. By contrast, data-driven methods (e.g., machine learning) have the natural advantage to
not have to cope with too many mathematical issues, from the standpoint of engineering. There-
fore, the use of such methods should be generalized for a smart prediction of pipeline buckling
in the near future under the context of current digitalization tendency in industry. The extensive1125

data collection from both numerical simulations and experimental tests (or on-site inspections)
is the main stumbling block to be figured out in order to fulfill this target.
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- With the development of the exploitation of natural sources into ultra-deep water, some innova-
tive types of pipe, such as the PIP pipeline, have been designed. The influential parameters of
these new structures on their lateral buckling have not been fully clarified yet. The consequence1130

of the lateral buckling on their structural failure under deep water is not clear as well. Further
investigations are also needed to be done.
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